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TOOELE COUNTY GENERAL PLAN AND TRANSPORTATION PLAN UPDATE 
PUBLIC WORKSHOP – ALTERNATIVES REVIEW  
Tooele County Building         September 23, 2015 
    6:00 pm 

ATTENDANCE: 42 people 

MEETING NOTES

PRESENTATION 

The meeting began with a PowerPoint presentation (available on the project website at www.ldi-
ut.com/tooele).  The planning team reviewed the key issues and ideas being explored as part of the Land 
Use and Transportation Plan updates. Specifically, they reviewed the Planning (or Guiding) Principles for 
that were developed from the input received during the Public Scoping Meeting (held on July 8, 2015) 
and which were further refined by the Planning Team and the Advisory Committee. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES EXERCISE 
In order for the Planning Team to get a better sense of what the Guiding Principles actually “meant” or 
visually look liked to workshop attendees, eight guiding principles were selected and a collage of images 
were put together for each Guiding Principle. Attendees were asked to place one red dot and one green 
dot next to the image they felt least likely and most likely (respectively) resembled the Guiding Principle 
statement. Attendees were also encouraged to record any thoughts they had to clarify their selection. 
The results and comments from that exercise are included at the end of this document.  
 
-- 
 
The presentation then provided a summary of the existing conditions information, which the Planning 
Team has been developing over the last couple of months, and a land use opportunities and constraints 
analysis that led to the development of several land use and transportation alternatives. 

ALTERNATIVES PRESENTATION AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS 
Three land use alternatives were then presented to the group. These alternatives built upon three 
distinct transportation concepts, which were also presented to the group. At the conclusion of the 
presentation, workshop attendees broke out into two smaller-group to discuss and comment on the 
alternatives. 
 
General comments received during the meeting and the workshop sessions are below: 

Land Use 

General Development 

• Growth needs to be accepted as part of the Valley’s future. 
• Tooele Valley’s entry corridor should be free of industrial uses and strip malls 
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• Balance land uses/development (high-density housing and commercial) along major highways—
like SR-36 and the future Midvalley Highway—in order to keep traffic flowing.  

• Look at funneling growth closer to southwest Utah County and making a transportation route 
around southern point to Utah County. 

• Maintaining open space and restricting future development to 5-20 acre lots (e.g. currently 
undeveloped portions of east Erda) could help maintain scenic views and a rural feel and limit 
stress on sparse aquifers/minimize need for expensive public works projects. 

• The reuse of Rocky Mountain Arsenal is a great idea. 

Water Resources 

• Will water be a constraint in 2040? Don’t restrict the development based on water. (“Water 
flows uphill to money.”) 

• Look for potential water solutions including combining small water providers into a single 
system; Look at Park City/Snyderville Basin for examples of solutions to water problems. 

• Maintaining open space and restricting future development to 5-20 acre lots would limit stress 
on sparse aquifers. 

Employment and Service Opportunities  

• The Airport should be viewed as an asset and could be expanded to the north for industrial use; 
Hwy 138 would be a constraint. 

• Balance between open space/agriculture and economic development (technology/light 
industrial) are essential to making Tooele County a place that its residents can both live and 
work 

• Light manufacturing/technology industries are a good fit for Tooele County; “cutting edge” tech 
and light industrial companies should be actively recruited  

 

Preservation of Resources 

Agriculture 

• Agriculture in Tooele Valley is a vital resource to our area and urban development shouldn’t be 
allowed to swallow up or take all the agricultural water resources. 

Scenic Views/Rural Feel 

Maintain the scenic views and rural feel of the area by: 

• Restricting future development to 5-20 acre lots could be a way to this 
• Maintaining agricultural uses (green fields and sprinkler irrigation systems) 

Unique Features 

Preserve unique features within the Valley including the: 

• Lake Bonneville water mark along Oquirrh Mountains 
• Stockton Sandbar - a geologic antiquity  
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• Open areas around the Great Salt Lake 
• East bench/panorama - East bench should be developed with an emphasis on open space and 

recreation including a hiking network, mountain biking and equestrian trails. 
• Scenic views and rural feel of the valley  
• Migratory bird nesting habitat (in particular, keep conflicting uses/users out of these areas) 

 

Transportation 

General 

• Transportation and development should work together (a hybrid of Alternative 2 & 3). 

 

Pinch Point/Bottleneck at I-80/SR-201 

• Additional good roads that provide access to I-80 will open up new areas in Tooele Valley for 
growth. 

• Even if Tooele Valley is a great place to stay, “spillover” from Salt Lake will always occur when 
housing prices go up in the Salt Lake area and the connection of Tooele Valley to I-80 will always 
be an important one. 

• Several ideas were shared regarding alleviating the pinch point/bottleneck at SR-210/I-80 
including: 
 Connect SR-36 or another road to SR-201 to alleviate bottleneck at I-80 
 Use old SR-36 alignment to connect to I-80 
 An east bench road (like the one shown in Transportation Alternative 3) that parallels 

the railroad around the point to 2100 S.  
 Create separate entry points to I-80 and SR-201 (e.g. Make the entrance from SR-36 to I-

80 only at the Stansbury Interchange. SR-36 would continue to SR-201 only.) 

“Foothill” Road Idea 

Mixed responses were shown regarding the idea of road along the east foothills (as shown in 
Transportation Alternative 3). Responses and suggestions regarding a foothill road included: 

• Allows access to open space and provides a quick corridor around the valley. 
• Likes the idea of another connection to SR-201 (an secondary north-south road—to Sr-36—to 

get travelers to SR-201 on the east side) 
• Concerned about the location (invasiveness) of the road 
• Needs to have minimal impact to the eastern panorama.  
• Concerned about cost and feasibility 

 

Alternatives Routes/Connections to SL Valley 

Several suggestions were made regarding alternative routes (to avoid the I-80/SR-201 bottleneck) out of 
the valley including: 
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• An east-west connection over/through the mountain  
• Development of Middle Canyon Road 
• Realign the existing road to the south (connecting to Cedar Valley) to cut down the commute 

times to the Wasatch Front 

Transit 

• Light rail is preferred to buses. Buses work to get people around the County, but take too long 
and are still impacted by delays on the freeways out of the Valley.  

Multi-modal/Recreational Trails 

• Walking connections are important to developing mass transit and community. 
• Development along the east bench have an emphasis on open space and recreation. The east 

bench is a great location for the development of a hiking network, mountain bike trails and 
equestrian space (similar to Corner Canyon in Salt Lake County). 

Other Concerns regarding the Transportation Alternatives  

• Droubay Road extension (shown in Transportation Alternatives 2 & 3) is okay if it comes out 
Soelsbergs Market intersection, rather than routing it through Lake Point. 

• In Alternative 3, instead of using Church Road look at Bates Canyon.  
• Midvalley Highway is too far to the west (Route 1 alignment might be more useful/closer to 

existing development) 

 

 



Create density and intensity near cities, services, and gathering 
places, including schools and city centers.

LAND USE PRINCIPLE:1

-8

“Better suited to cities, not 
unincorporated county.”

“No Daybreak.” 

“Wide open landscaping and parks are great.” 

0

0

+1

+8

+7

“This is nice.”

neutraldislike like

“Better retail options—
improves economy, jobs, 

business location.”

-2



Use flexible and creative planning to achieve better neighborhood 
growth and development.

“Moved out of the SLC valley to 
avoid this type of neighborhood.”

“Like mix of types and use.”

“Need for increase in fire 
equipment for high rise.”

“Plenty of space.”

-7“Too close 
together.”

“People don’t like this 
look, but we have to have 
subdivisions.”

“Lots are too small.”

“Too high density.”

“Limit high density housing.”

“Looks like Daybreak. :(“

-13

-4

-7

-9

-2

-1

+1

+3

+8

+6

+4

0

LAND USE PRINCIPLE:2

neutraldislike like



Develop Tooele County into a self-sufficient region that includes 
adequate employment and service opportunities.  

LAND USE PRINCIPLE:3

“Less industries 
involving toxic waste.”

“Dislike this statement.”

“Great attraction to lure 
out-of-towners.”

“Auto/med/tech. Yes!”
“I don’t think anyone 
knows what this is.”

“Auto/med/tech. Yes!”
+3

+3

+6

+7

+7

0

0

-1

-14

neutraldislike like



Preserve public open lands, historic sites, cultural landscapes, and 
scenic resources as part of a comprehensive planning approach.

LAND USE PRINCIPLE:4

“Provide horse-friendly 
neighborhoods.”

“5-acre neighborhoods 
(east Erda) should 

remain 5-acre 
neighborhoods.”

“Less fences.”

+8
-8“Bury power lines.”

+3

“Maintain and keep 
open use trail systems.” “Preserve the gravel bars and 

unique aspects of the Tooele Valley 
landscape created to geologic 
deposits at edge of foothills.”

“A park at Adobe Rock. Access 
please. (And Grantsville 

Woolen Mill too!)”

“Preserve bird and 
wildlife habitat.”

+10

+8+1

0

0

+3

+5

neutraldislike like



neutraldislike like

Implement the Midvalley Highway.TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:1

Other Comments:
“Can we implement the Midvalley Highway with 
entrances/exits more accessible than what is proposed?”

“Frontage road or extension of 201 so there’s access in case 
of accidents.”

“Need to study costs to construct a highway thoroughfare 
similar to Butterfield Canyon to allow route directly 
east perhaps starting in Stockton and going east through 
Kennecott property.”

“Can 4th West be included to connect behind Overlake to 
Stansbury? Stansbury students attend Clark Johnson Jr. 
High. Also the school district plans to build a high school 
in Overlake and a Jr. High in Stansbury.”

“This is what it will inevitably be like.”

“High likelihood of pedestrian accidents 
when in the center of the street.”

“Want it to stay rural.”

Implement the Midvalley Highway.
TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:

1

-7

Implement the Midvalley Highway.
TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:

1

+11

Implement the Midvalley Highway.
TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:

1

-4

“I think it’s important to develop as a 
greenway to preserve the agricultural 
landscape.”

“No traffic lights like Bangerter 
Highway.”

“Ditto: Overpasses only. Review why 
Gov. Bangerter had this idea but did 
not implement.”

Six participants 
liked the idea 
of combining all 
three components 
shown (adequate 
roadway width with 
transit and trail 
integration).

+6



Re-envision State Route 36 as a companion to the Midvalley 
Highway that complements the vision for Tooele Valley 
communities.

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:2

neutraldislike like

“Can’t envision bike lanes on 36.”

Other Comments: 
“Make sure pedestrian access is provided, 
especially at intersections.” 

“Transit becomes a nuisance in SLC 
with all of the service lines criss-

crossing the valley. Bad idea.”

“Transit integration of some sort.”

“Trax.”

“Who pays for it?”

“Good idea only if federal and 
state fund assisted.”

Re-envision State Route 36 as a companion to the Midvalley Highway that 
complements the vison for Tooele Valley communities. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
2

+10

Re-envision State Route 36 as a companion to the Midvalley Highway that 
complements the vison for Tooele Valley communities. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
2

-8

Re-envision State Route 36 as a companion to the Midvalley Highway that 
complements the vison for Tooele Valley communities. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
2

-1

Re-envision State Route 36 as a companion to the Midvalley Highway that 
complements the vison for Tooele Valley communities. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
2

+2

Re-envision State Route 36 as a companion to the Midvalley Highway that 
complements the vison for Tooele Valley communities. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
2

+7



Create a safe and comprehensive trails network that connects 
regional and local destinations, serves non-motorized and 
motorized users, and improves transportation and recreation.

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:3

neutral like

“Great for maintenance and access 
for fire trucks in wildfire season.”

“Good use of open space and public 
use.”

“Incorporates both commuter 
cycling and recreational uses.”

Create a safe and comprehensive trails network that connects regional and local 
destinations, serves non-motorized and motorized users, and improves transportation and 
recreation. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
3

“Large sidewalks are not usually 
utilized much.”

Create a safe and comprehensive trails network that connects regional and local 
destinations, serves non-motorized and motorized users, and improves transportation and 
recreation. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
3

“Design more hiking and biking trails in local 
mountains.”

Create a safe and comprehensive trails network that connects regional and local 
destinations, serves non-motorized and motorized users, and improves transportation and 
recreation. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
3

-3

“Make use of OHV/ATV taxes 
already collected as part of renewals.”

“No shoulders mean less safe.”

-8

Create a safe and comprehensive trails network that connects regional and local 
destinations, serves non-motorized and motorized users, and improves transportation and 
recreation. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
3

“Not a big fan of blocked sidewalks and big 
campus look.”

-5

“Open up existing BLM roads and 
trails.”

+6

Create a safe and comprehensive trails network that connects regional and local 
destinations, serves non-motorized and motorized users, and improves transportation and 
recreation. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
3

+17

Create a safe and comprehensive trails network that connects regional and local 
destinations, serves non-motorized and motorized users, and improves transportation and 
recreation. 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
3

+14

“I think we need bike, walking and 
horse trails.”

“Create path to connect Lakepoint to 
Saltair for cyclist commuters.”

“Bike lane here.”

“I like how the lanes are delineated—
more safe.”

dislike



Support multi-modal transportation in existing and emerging 
activity centers.

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:4

neutral likedislike

Support multi-modal transportation in existing and emerging activity centers.

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
4

Support multi-modal transportation in existing and emerging activity centers.

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
4

Support multi-modal transportation in existing and emerging activity centers.

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
4

“Support small business and new 
business.”

“I like the idea of having the trucks use a 
separate road.”

“Paved trails expensive to upkeep.”

Support multi-modal transportation in existing and emerging activity centers.

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
4

“Bikes are sharing space with car.”

“Don’t like being next to car on my bike.”

-6

“Create path to connect Lakepoint to 
Saltair for cyclist commuters.”

+2

“Good to have parking lots that can also 
be utilized for community events like food 

truck roundups.”

“Have main streets that have 
personality, thriving businesses, and 

things to do!”

Support multi-modal transportation in existing and emerging activity centers.

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPLE:
4

0

“We need more trails that encourage 
families to be more active.”

+7

+9

“Bike lanes should be separated.”

“Why not utilize this space 
as parking—similar to Provo 

Center Street.”




